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CHAPTER I: GENERAL 
101 PURPOSE 
This manual provides procedures for operating the Payload 
Crew Training Scheduler (PACTS). 
102 APPLICABILITY 
The provisions of this handbook are applicable $0 all 
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) organizations which 
use PACTS for schednling purposes. 
103 DEFINITIONS 
For definitions applicable to this manual, see Appendix A. 
CHAPTER II: RESPuX5IBILITIES 
201 DOCUMENTATION MAlNTENANCE 
The Operations Planning and Analysis 13ranch. Systems 
Analysis and Integration Laboratory i s  responsible for 
docurr~entation maintcllancc and wi.!l: 
1, Asses s  a l l  UNIVAC 1108, 1313P 11/70, P D P  11/45, and 
Marshal l  Integrated Planning Systems (hZIPS1 changes f o r  
possible impact on PACTS i>pcrations. 
2. Update PACTS docl~mentstion periodically and notify u s e r s  
of any changes t o  operating proccdurrs .  
202 TRAINING 
The  Operations Planning and Analysis I3ranch will provide 
training to  FACTS uscrs 011 an individual rcbqaest basis.  
MSFC organizations which uscl I-'R<:TS for  scheduling purposes  
will: 
1. Provide trained p e r s o n n ~ ~ l  1 0  rtm thc  PACTS program. 
2. Provide Cathode Iiay Tu\~c. (C'li'I') ternlinals f o r  accessing 
the U N I V A C  1108 ant1 1'131) 11/71) and 11/45 compu.ters to 
run the PACTS progr:\nl. 
CHAPTER IIX: SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
301 UNIVAC 1108 COMPUTER SYSTEM 
PACTS i s  designed to run on the UNIVAC 1108, Executive 8 
computer system at operating level 33R2. The UNIVAC 1108 
is a large class general purpose computer with a variety of 
peripheral equipment available including line printers, plotters, 
and interactive CRT terminals, 
A t  MSFC, interactive access to the UNIVAC 1108 is by telephone 
line using a Modem (data set). A Modem converts computing 
equipment digital signals into signals that can be used by the 
voice-oriented transmission system. Actual hookup between the 
CRT terminal and the UNfVAC 1108 is  accomplished by dialing 
the computer number and pulling the white receiver button up 
when a high pitched tone is heard. The hookup i s  terminated by 
replacing the telephone receiver in its cradle. 
302 PDP 11/70 AND 11/45 COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
The PDP 11 / 70  and 11 145 arc  mini class general purpose 
computers which provide high speed, real  time access for 
large multi-user, multi-task, time-shared applications requiring 
large amounts of addressable memory space. The PDP 11/70 
is the larger of the two computers and i s  linked to the UNIVAC 
1108 by two 1200 baud telephone lines which limit the 
transfer of data across the lines to 1200 bits per second. 
The MIPS program is  mounted in resident storage in the 
PDP 1 1/70; thus, UNIVAC 1 108 MIPS data can be transferred 
directly to the PDF 11 170 MIPS files. 
Although the PDP 11 145 is  smaller, it has additional features 
which a r e  useful for running PACTS. Specifically, it i s  
equipped with an Interactive Graphics Display System which is  
linked to a CALCOMP 960 plotter. IGDS is used to interact 
with PACTS and the 960 plotter is used to produce 30 x 60 
inch waterfall schedules. Univac 1 108 data is transferred 
to and from the PDP 11 /45 by two methods. The f irst  method 
is to transfer the data to the PDP 11/70 via the 1200 baud 
telephoxte lines and store it on a cartridge disk. This disk is  
manually t ransferred from the P D P  11/70 to the P D P  11/45. 
An alternate method of transferring data i s  to s tore  the UNIVAC 
1108 data on a magnetic tape which can be hand transported to 
the P D P  computer room and mounted in the P D P  11 /45 tape 
drive. A chart  of the UNIVAC 1108 - PDP 11/70/45 hardware 
system showing these data t ransfer  features i s  shown in 
Figure 1. 
303 MARSHALI, INTERACTIVE PLANNING SYSTEM (MIPS) 
The hftlrshall Interactive Plannirlg System (MIPS) is designed to 
provide the user  with a close interface to his analysis through 
the use of interactive graphics at a remote computer terminal. 
The standard sys terns approach is employed in MIPS whereby 
analysis and utility modultas (programs) can be linked together 
with a simple intoractive control language. The use r  is able to 
use  MIPS to  coordinate the sequence of execution of modules, 
t o  facilitate the handling of data, and to co~i t ro l  the problem flow. 
The user of MIPS is, in effect, interactively constructing a 
corrlputerized solution to a planning problem while working at the 
CRT. 
The PACTS program was built using MIPS. A use r  of PACTS is 
actually running the compute rizctf MIPS solution (latest version 
of the program) to the Payload Crew Training Scheduling problem. 
The sequcilce of execution, data handling and problem flow were 
determined previously and a r e  invisible to  the PACTS user .  The 
PACTS user  sees only a set of tutoria1.s which advise him of what 
input data i s  required and after PACTS has been run, he will see 
the scheduling results (output). All other operations of the 
scheduler and MIPS art: masked to the PACTS user .  
304 PACTS SYSTEM 
PACTS is  n fully automated, intc.~activcl, conlputerized scheduling 
program cquippcd with tutorial ~lisplays. The tutorial displays a r e  
sufficiently detailed fo r  u s e  by  a user having no previous c o m p t e r  
terminal experience. 'I'hc Inan rrlaclline interface (computer 
terminal) uses x cursor-CIiT technique for making rea l  t ime 
scheduling changes. 

PACTS is deaigued to  operate on the UNIVAC 1108, Executive 8 ,  
in the MIPS operating mode. It has the capability to load PACTS 
output into the PDP 11 /45 Interactive Graphics Display Syetem 
(IGDS) which will permit rchedule interaction by the urer and 
will printout a 30 by 60 inch annotated waterfall schedule wing 
the CALCOMP 960 plotter. 
Other functional feature8 of the system are: 
The rystem can schedule up to three overlapping mirsionr. 
PACTS has four independent modules ; an input module, 
Payload Crew Training Data Base (PACTDB); oc computation 
module, Payload Crew Training Scheduler (PACTS); an 
editing module, Payload Crew Training Editor (PACTED); 
and an output module, Payload Crew Training Report 
Generator (PACTRG). 
A system flowchart of the four modules with the PDP 11 / 70  and 
11 /45 ccnvergiion programs is shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2 explanation: 
PACTDB creates a Name Directed File (NDF) which contain8 
data that is  stored and retrieved by name. 
PACTS uses the Name! Directed File (NDF) to create a List 
Directed File (LDF), which contains event timeline data that 
is  stored and retrieved when specified acceptance conditions 
are  met, and an ONIOFF file which contains crew activity 
data, 
PACTED uses the List Directed File (LDF) and Name 
Directed Files (NDF) to allow manual editing and the 
writing of new List Directed Files (LDF) and ONIOFF 
files. 
PACTRG used the Name Directed File (NDF), the List 
Directed File (LDF) and the ONIOFF file to generate 
specialized tabulations and plots. 
FI GURE 2 PACTS SYSTEM FLW CHART 
The PDP 11/70 PACTS Extract Prograrn (PEP) converts ar,d 
transfers the List Directed File (LDFf. to a disk r P  t iridge 
for transfer to the PDP 11/45.  
The PDP 11/45 PACTS Design File Program (PDFP) 
converts and transfers the List Di'rected File (LDF) ts 
IGDS. 
A Scheduler Operational Flow is shown in Figure ?.  
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CHAPTER IV: SYSTEM OPERATION 
401 PACTS DATA BASE MODULE (PACTDB) 
PACTDB nodule performs data input and editing of a PACT Name 
Directed Fi le  (NDF) to  be used in module PACTS. Data which can 
be inputted or  edited a r e  the l is ts  of TAE groups, l is t  of 
payload specialists and their initial locations, l is t  of work 
locations, t ravel  cost, t ravel  t ime data to and from a location, 
detailed group and task activity element (TAE)  data and l is t  of 
resources. Special provisions are included to initialize an 
empty data file. The module includes an optian to print the 
entire data base on a alternate print file for any specified 
mission and in the same format a s  the CRT displays. The 
only exception i s  that the t ravel  cost/t ime data is displayed 
in matrix form in the alternate print file. A program b l ~ c k  
diagram and computer configuration a r e  included in Appendix B. 
The user  can run PACTS in batch mode o r  online f rom a CRT. 
The only option which i s  restricttad is the detailed group and 
TAE data which must be run on the CRT. 
PACTDB i s  an all  tutorial program which us@. s standard input 
images and has  two menus, PACTD3 main nicnu and travel  
cost and t ime data menu. k ccrnp1z:te set of tutorial displays 
fox PACTDB i s  included in Appendix C, 
$02 PACTS SCHEDULER MODULE (PACTS) 
PACTS module receives input data from the PACTDB module, 
performs scheduling operations and t ransfers  the results to the 
PACTRG module. PACTS has options to create a MIPS file, 
to  t ransfer  to  PACTDB, setup input data, generate t r i a l  schedules 
and select the best, display a summary of the best schedule, 
tabulate schedule and write in the output file, transfer to 
PACTRG, and save control data far future use. Utilizing a 
pseudo-random selection process,  PACTS generates a family 
of schedules and selects the t e s t  on the basis of user  determined 
priorities, such a s  schedule cost and number of activities 
scheduled. After selection, TAES a r e  scheduled a t  the earl iest  
opportunity time, without violating rc s ource and travel  
constraints. A program block diagram ind computer configuration 
a r e  included in Appendix D. 
- ?- am- - 
PACTS accepts input from the TAE data base created by the 
PACTDB module which can be aesessed for editing purporer 
from PACTS. Schedule control and mirsion level data may be 
input from the terminal or stored and retrieved from a MIPS 
name-directed file (NDF). This data may also be edited to  test 
alternative schedules. 
PACTS produces a schedule summary table for display at the 
terminal and a schedule tabulation on the alternate print file. 
The module also produces a List Directed File (LDF) and an 
ON/OFF file. The user may transfer to the PACTRG module 
to display these files. 
PACTS is an all tutorial program which uses standard input 
images and has two menus, PACTS main menu and a Setup/Edit 
Input Data Menu. A complete set of tutorial displayr for 
PACTS is included in Appendix E. PACTS is  availabla st a 
CRT terminal or in batch mode. 
PACTS TIMELINE EDITOR MODULE (PACTED) 
Payload Crew Training Editor (PACTED) is an interactive 
module which displays and edits the timeline produced by the 
scheduling module (PACTS). PACTED uses the List Directed 
File (LDF) created by PACTS and the Name Directed File (NDF) 
created by PACTDB to create a Scratch File for editing. Upon 
completion of editing PACTED writes updated List Directed 
Piles and ON/OFF Files. Travel analysis is  performed only 
when the option to edit the event timeline i s  being executed. Data 
which may be displayed and edited are  the crew timeline, the 
event timeline, and the composite timeline. Additional options 
a r e  available to delete a TAE group from the timeline, delete 
a crew from the timeline, and to write new timeline files. 
Finally, options are  available for transfer either to PACTRG 
module or PACTDB module. A program block diagram and 
computer configuration are included in Appendix F. 
PACTED is an all tutorial module which uses standard input 
images and has a main menu, input menu, or~tput menu and a 
control menu. A complete set of tutorial displays for PACTED 
is included in Appendix G. PACTED is available at  a CRT 
terminal or in batch mode. 
---*- 
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404 PACTS REPORT GENERATOR MODULE (PACTRG) 
Payload Crew Training Report Generator (PACTRG) uses the 
PACT data base file containing Training Activity Element (TAE) 
descriptions and the output files from the module PACTS 
containing the crew training schedule to  gez~erate epecialiaed 
tabulations and plots. Tabulations available are:  a composite 
schedule, a composite scheduln with cost and duration, a 
schedule summary for  all  the TAR groups, unscheduled t h e  
for a l l  crewmen, a schedule for an individual crewman, and 
unscheduled time and locations for an individual crewman. 
Tabulations on the terminal may he omitted when producing 
tabulations on the print file. The module includes an option 
to print on the page file all  tabulations for a specified t ime 
frame. Bar graph plots available are:  a schedule for  al l  
TAE groups, scheduling opportunities for  al l  TAE groups, 
unschedtzled time for al l  crewmen, rr t inleli~lc of locations, 
a resource utilizatiorl tiraeline, and a location timeline for 
an individual crewman. A program block diagram and computer 
configuration are included in Appendix H. The user  can run 
PACTRG in batch modo or  onlinr f rom a CRT. The only 
exception is  that plois must bca r\m on the CHT. 
PACTHG i s  an all  tutorial prograxn which uses standard input 
images and has a main menu and a display menu. A complete? 
se t  of tutorial displays f o r  PACTHG i s  included in Aypendix 1. 
Several programs have heen d(~vu1opt.d whicl~, when used with 
the general file transfer capa1)ility of MIPS provide dieplay of a 
crew training scfiiedule thcougll thc Interfact) Graphics Design 
System (IGDS) on the CAL,COP\i ?6O plotter (Rcf: Fig .  L- 1, App. L). 
PACTS List-Directed Filc  C:o~~vr~rsion Program(PACT36): 
PACT36 was developed to convcrt the 24-word list-directed file 
output by thc PACTS nlodulc t o  n 36-~vorcl list-direcfcd file 
containing 4 character alphanulilc.~*ic data fo r  t ransfer  f r om the 
UNIVAC 1108 to thc P D P  11/70. 
A 36-word list-dirc?ctcd file has been created with an exp i~a t ion  
date of ten years.  Thr rnaxinlrtr~l number of records that can be 
written on tho file is 5000. If thcb uscsr slsould need a larger  file 
o r  more than one file, the MIPS C F  Command on the UNIVAC 
1108 or  the IN Command on the PDP 11/70 may 'be used. An 
example of a PACT36 run and a CF  and IN Command are included 
in Appendix L. 
MIPS GET Command and UPFIT Module: 
After runiring PACT36, the user may use the MIPS GET 
Command on the PDP 11/70 or the UPFIT Module on the 
UNIVAC 1108/80 to write the file to  tape for transfer to 
the PDP 11/70. Examples of a GET Command and the use 
of the UPFIT Module a r e  included in Appendix L. 
PACTS Extract Program (PEP): 
P E P  on the P D P  11/70 reads the list-directed file, reformats 
the data and writes a sequential file for use a s  input to  the 
PACTS Design File Program (PDFP)  on the PDP ll,/45. 
Output from PEI* may be written directly to a small disk 
pack by selecting the option for the disk drive on which the 
disk has been mounted. Examples of PEP runs a r e  included 
in Appendix L. 
PACTS Design File Program (PDFP)  
P D F P  on the P D P  11/45 uses files written by the P E P  module 
on the PDP 11/70 a s  input. P D F P  stores three levels of data 
in the design file. Level two contains the event bars. Level 
three contains the test associated with each bar (words 7, 8, 10, 
11, 12, 13, and 14 from the 36-word list-directed file). The 
f i r s t  level contains a frame and the alphanumeric dates 
associated with the event bars. 
The lengths of the event bars a r e  calculated from the event 
times read from the list-directed file, i. e, length (in days) = 
(end of event) - (start of event). P D F P  uses a scale of 50 units 
of resolution (UORs) per day. The height of each bar  is 72 UORs 
and text dimensions are: height = 50 UORs, and width = 50 UORs. 
Minimum and maximum X-coordinates a r e  2'736 and 18,300 UORs 
respectively. Minimum and maximum Y -coordinates a r e  0 
and 7650 UORa initially. For each new year to be stored Y-axis 
coordinates a r e  calculated using the formulas YMIN = YMAX $ 
1000 and YMAX = YMAX f 7650. 
CHAPTER V: PACTS OPEElATJNG PROCEDURES 
501 UNIVAC 1108 LOC(>N/I.OGOF'I;' PROCCDURES 
UNIVAC 1108 LOGON Procedure (l<si'er t o  Appendix JI 
The user dials 3-4859 on the noilr~rn t e  L ~ ~ , . - ~ ~ L +  2 of any t e rminal  
that i s  linked to  th t  UIVIVAC 1108. Ifpa I ! & .  .,ring a high pitch 
sound, the u s e r  pulls the wfiitc ~acceiver buttan upward whici.. 
completes the modem conncution. The telephone receiver  will 
then be  placed along s ide the nlodem tclephonta, 
Note: A busy , igl~al upon completion of dialing nzcans a l l  the 
UNJVAC 1108 lines a r r  bnsy and tllc u s e r  xrlust wait. 
As soon a s  the u s c r  pulls the wl,litcb roc.civer button up, the CRT 
screen will activate and tho ustbr will see thc words SIGNON. 
The u s c r  nltlst then type in the 1lwl11~rr of t h e  t e rminal  being 
used ancl s t r ike  tbr  retttrtl 1it.y. 
Note: During a11 i n t e r a c t i r ) ~ ~  with tho coxtq~utcr, the u s e r  
acknowledges the end of hi,.; input with the re turn  key. 
The computer will acknowledgv thc user ' s  te rminal  nuxnber by 
typing ENTER USERSD/XJASSWO 111): negillning with tlli s 
aclrnowledgcx~~ent, hc  cr);llputc r will call for uscar input. by the 
~ , ~ m b o l  > at the start: of cats11 inptlt line. F o r  this particular 
input, the user must type in l r S / i  after  the synlbol ). 
The con~pu tc r  will .~clrnc~wlc~dgc~ tlx  USfCIIIJl/PASSWOHD t3y 
printing out s~*vc . ra l  li1tt.s of info rnlati on co~lccrning tlzc 
UNIVAC 1108 s y s t c ~ ~ ~ .  'rlicn i t  c.;ills for user input: wich tho  
syniL>ol > , The ttser nlus t t11c.n type in (<fiMI3'S, 1,. Z'lzis 
con l~nn~ld  brings t h ~ .  hlLPS systc~tn to  thc uscsr's tcrrninal. 
Thc user must  now use MIX'S c[ruul.rnnds to  direct* con~puter  
operations. 
UNIVAC 11 08 1AOC;OFF' I ' rocvdt~rt~ (roi'r~r t.~' Appendix ;T) 
The user i s sues  two co~ ln~rnnds  213 tcrlrlinatc the LTNIVAC 1108 
hookup, The first co rnn~n~ld  ((1' L*'IN advises the computer that 
the run i r  finished. The computer will then print the run ID, time, 
date, and other accounting information and will end itr communication 
with *TERMINAL INACTIVE*. 
The second command @@TERM advises the computer to  terminate 
the connection between the CRT and the UNIVAC 1108. The 
computer responds by dropping the ltne which causer the modem 
to dirconnect. 
MIPS COMMANDS (Refer to Appendix K )  
After the user has completed the UNIVAC 1108 logon procedurer 
and has typed in @MIPS, L, the terminal mode will be MIPS. All  
further command lines on the CRT terminal will be proceeded by 
the word MIPS>, (e. g., MIPS> RUN PACTDB). 
MIPS will f irst  ask the user for the ORGANIZATION NO. /PROJECT 
ID/TERMINAL SITE ID. The user must provide this information. 
MIPS will acknowledge the above information with a requert to  
SELECT NEW PRINT FILE OPTION. 1 - WRITE PRINT ON 
PAPER 2 - WRITE PRINT ON FICHE. The user must select 
one of these options. 
MIPS will acknowledge the print file option by giving the print 
file a number. The user will then give the command RUN 
PACTDB or RUN PACTS. The computer responds by moving 
to the next line on the CRT terminal. The user then types GO. 
MIPS will then bring in the PACTS module requested. The uee r 
must now use PACT comn~ands to direct further computer 
operations. 
To terminate MIPS, the user types STOP (Refer to Appendix K). 
-
This command terminates MIPS but leaves the terminal hooked 
up to the UNIVAC 1108 computer. To terminate the UNIVAC 1108 
hookup, the user must use the UNIVAC 1108 commands.. (Refer 
to Appendix J). 
PACTS COMMANDS \ 
The user calls up the PACT modules, PACTDB, PACTS PACTED 
se  ecRTEidule) or PACTRG using the MIPS command RUN I,,', ,,,,,, , ,,,,,,, and 
GO. The UNlVAC 1108 conaputer will bring the selected module to 
the CRT terminal and then PACTS commands must be ueed to 
control operations of the carnputer. T11t.se commands are all 
tutorial (self explanatory) and a re  show1 in Appendices C, E, G ,  
and I. The cornmand to f e r n ~ i n a t ~  PACTDB,  PACTS, PACTED 
or PACTRG is  always option QI on the main menu which returns 
the control of computer operations to MIPS,  
504 PDP COMMANDS 
PDP LOGON Proct\dures - (Rcfrr t a  Appendix 1.) 
The uscr enttars the following ccornmands from a terminal: 
PDP LOGOFF Froccdurc?~ -(12rfc r l o  Appc:ndis I.) 
The user enters tht. full<lwing s o ~ n ~ ~ ~ a n r l  f ~ o n ~  a terlrlinal: 
M I P S  > STOP 
PDP Progrnnls (1ic.fc.r to  4pp:~ndis I , )  
The uscr  may run t h r  fc) l lowii~g prok:rnt>ls from n terminal: 
PEP PI)I' 11/70 hlII'S 
-
MCR > UNF P D F P  
MCR ? REM PDFP 
DECWRITER COMMANDS 
Mount/Dibmount Disk PDP 1 1  / 7 2  
> MOU DK,: /OVR (n = 0 or 1 drive)  
Install MIPS P D P  11 170 
> Set /UIC = [loo, 11 
> @ MIPSTASKS 
Mount/Dismount Disk PDP 11/45 
MCR > LOA DK 
MCR > MOU DK: /OVR 
MCR 7 D M 0  DK: 




List - Directed File - Filee whose records contain identical l is ts  of 
data. The corresponding data value in each list i s  the same parameter 
for every l is t  in the file, e. g. , event timeline. 
Marshal1 Interactive Planning System (MIPS) - A cornput cr pvogram 
which facilitates the handling and exec-utia !I of other computer programs. 
Name-Directed File - Files which contain data that a r e  associated with 
names, e. g . , Training contains training requirements fo r  Spacelab 
payload crewmen. 
On/Off File - Files which are data oriented rather than retrieval 
oriented, e. g., crew activity. 
Payload Crew Training Data Base (PACTDB) - A data base file for  
storage of Spacelab payload crew training requirements. 
Payload Crew Training Report Generator (PACTRG) - A computer 
program which utilizes PACTS files to generate Spac~ lab  payload 
crew training reports. 
Payload Crew Training Scheduler (PACTS) - A computer program 
which utilizes PACTDB files to schedule Spacelab payload crew 
training. 
Task Activity Element (TAE) - The smallest identifiable activity in 
which the payload crew trains. 
APPENDIX B 
PACTDB MODULE BLOCK DIAGRAM 
AND COMPUTER CONFIGURATION 
PACTDB MODULE BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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Computer Configuration 
Language - Fortran 
Core Requirement - 39.75K 
Input Filer: A PACT Data Base Name-directed File to input/edit data 
APPENDIX C 
PACTDB TUTORIAL DISPLAYS 
PACTDBEXPLANATORYNOTES 
Page No. Explanation 
Main Menu page. 
Main menu page, Option 1, has been selected by the ueer. 
When the return key is  hit, the page will turn. Note: An 
illegal number ox no number will turn the page back to the 
main menu when the return key i s  hit. 
User has specified a file labeled TRAINING. The computer 
has asked for a write key wl-ich the suer  must know to  access 
the fife. The write key is  entered directly on the five 
ampersands (@@@@a) to prevent its divulgence to  unauthorized 
viewers. If the key i s  correct, the page will turn whenthe 
return key is  hit. Otherwise, the user will be asked t o  enter 
the correct key. 
Main Menu, Option 2, has been selected by the user. 
When the return key is hit, the page will turn. 
The user must specify a mission if different f rom the 
current mission shown. Note: There may be no current 
mission shown, in which case, the user must specify a 
mission. When the return key is hit, the page will turn. 
The user can add, delete or edit TAE groups. The Insert 
New command will add a new TAE group after the last TAE 
group listed, e, g. , Insert LST would add LST following SLSY 53. 
The Insert New After Old command vrould add a new TAE 
group after the old TAE grouning. Insert LSS After INS003 
would add LSS between 1NS009 and 1NS004. The Delete Old 
command will delete the TAE group specified, e. g. , Delete 
1ES027 would cause 1ES027 to be deleted. The Redraw 
command would be given to update the screen after all  changes 
have been made, e. g. , after adding and deleting TAE groups. 
The Edit Old command allows the user to  proceed to another 
page and change detail TAE data, e. g. , EDIT INS005 calls up 
page C7. If the return key is hit with no entry, the page will 
turn to the Main Menu. 
Tutorial instructions for editing the selected T A E  group. 
When the return key is hit, the page will turn. 
Page  No. 
C8 
Explanat ion 
Detailed TAR Group Data. Whcn S is entered follow*ed 1)). 
hitting the re turn  key, the page will turn to  the Main Menu. 
Main Menu Option 3 has been selected by the user .  When the 
re turn  key is hit, the page will turn. 
User  has  specified a file labeled TRAINING. The computer 
h a s  asked f o r  a wr i te  key which the u s e r  m u s t  know t o  access  
the file. The v:.rrif.e key is entered directly on the five 
ampersands (@@I@@@) to prevent i t s  divulgence t o  unauthorized 
viewers. If the key is cor rec t ,  the page will  t u r n  when the 
re turn  key is hit. Otherwisc., the use r will be asked to  
enter  the co r rec t  key. Notc: File and key specified only once. 
The user  nlust specify a mission if different froxw the current  
mission shown. Notc: There  may be  no cur rent  mission 
shown in which case ,  the u s e r  rrlust specify a mission. 
When the re turn  key is  hit, the page will turn. 
User  must  select  a T h E  group to edit, e. g., 1N5005. Whcn 
the return key i s  hit ,  the page will turn. 
Tutorial  instructions for editing the selected TAX Croup. 
When the re turn  key i s  hit, thc page will turn. 
Detailed TAE Croup Data. When S i s  entercd followed by 
hitting the re turn  key, the page will turn t o  the Main Menu, 
Main Menu Option 4 has  been selected by the user .  When the 
re turn  key i s  hit, the page will turn. 
Travel  Menu Option 1 has been sclectcd. When the re turn  
key is  hit, the page will turn,  
The user  can add and cleletct initial locations. Thc commands 
a r e  the same a s  Page ~ 6 .  
Trave l  Menu, Option 2 has  been selected by  the user .  When 
the  return key i s  hit, the pagc will turn,  
Page No. Ekplanat ion 
Cl9 The user can add and delete work locations. Commands a r e  
the same a s  page C5. 
C20 Travel Menu, Option 3 has been selected by the user. When 
the return key ia hit, the page will turn. 
The user must specify a location, e. g., LA. When the 
return key i s  hit, the page will turn. 
The user can add time and cost data, e. g., Europe = 
100 100 will add 100 in the cost column and 100 in the t ime 
column by Europe after  the command Redraw ie given, 
When the return key is  hit with no entry, the page i s  turned 
to the Travel Menu. 
Travel Menu, Option 4 has been selected by the user. 
When the return key i s  hit, the page will turn. 
The user must specify a location, e. g., LA. When the 
return key i s  hit, the page will turn. 
The user can add time and cost data, e. g. , Europe = 
100 100 will add 100 in the cost column and 100 in the time 
column by Europe after the command Redraw i s  given. 
When the return key is  hit with no entry, the page i s  turned 
to the Travel Menu. 
C26 Travel Menu, Option 0 has been selected. When the return 
key is hit, the main menu page will return. 
C27 Main Menu, Option 5 has been selected by the user. When 
the return key is hit, the page will turn. 
C28 The user must specify a rnission if different f rom the 
current mission shown. 
C29 To add a payload spccialist, the user types Insert New 
e. g., Insert PS6 to add a location, the user types old = 
Initial Location Code, e.  g. , PS? = DENVER. When the 





Main Menu, Option 6 has been selected by the user.  
When the return key is hit the page will turn. 
The use r  can assign TDY costs t o  one location by command 
LOCATION = COST e. g., EUROPE = 60 o r  to a l l  locations 
by command A L L  = COST e . g .  A L L  = 60 .  
Main Menu, Option 7 has been selected by the user .  When 
the return key is hit the page will turn. 
The u s e r  can add and delete resources using commands 
insert ,  insert  after,  and delete. 
Main Menu, Option 8 has been selected by the user. When 
the return key i s  hit, the page will turn. 
The use r  must specify a mission is different f r o m  the current  
mission shown. 
The computer prints  out the indicated information on the line 
printer. When the return lrey is hit with no entry, the page 
will turn  to  the main menu. 
Main Menu, Option 0 has been selected by the user ,  When 
the return key is hit, the page will turn a9d PACTS will 
be terminated. The system will then be in the MIPS mode. 
Standard UNIVAC: 1108 Termination Procedures.  
NOTE: 1. Tutorial Display !)aka in this appendix i s  SLll Mission Data. 
2 ,  PACTDB can be called by standard UNIVAC 1108 and MIPS 
procedures a s  shown on the tutorial displays on pages 27 and 
28; however, PACTDB can also be called up by using PACTS 
Main Menu Item 2 or PACTED Main Menu Item 7. 




tDESTROV USERID0PASSUORD ENTRY 
tUNIVAC 1188 OPERATING SVSTER LEU* RL36R2BHOSt l<RSI ) t  
................................................................ 
1 U S t  RUN AT: 079280 883555 
i DATES @70288 TIRES 883933 
I 
.  RIPS. L i 
i l . 1  

PhVLOAD CREU T9hINING SCHEDULER MTA BASE < PACTDB 
@ - TERRIMTE 
1 - SPECIFV PACTS DOTA BASE FILE 
2 - EDIT LIST OF TAE GROUPS 
3 - EDIT DETAILED TlAINING 6CTIVITV ELERENT CTM) DhTA 
4 - EDIT TRhVEL COST AND TRAVEL TINE DAtO 
S - EDIT PhYLOAD SPECIALIST DATh 
C - EDIT TDV COST FOR UORI LOCfiTIOHS 
7 - EDIT LIST OF RESOURCES 
8 - LIST PACTS INPUT DATh BASE 
mPs> 
PAYLOAD CREU TRAINING SCHEDULER DATA BASE t PACTDB 
e - tERn1wtE 
1 - SPECIFY PACTS DATA BASE FILE 
2 - EDfT LIST OF TAE CROUPS 
3 - EDIT DETAILED TRAINING fiCtIUITV ELEWENT tTAE) DATh 
4 - EDIT TRAVEL COST AND TRAVEL TINE DnTA 
S - EDIT PAVLOAD SPECIALIST DATA 
6 - EDIT TDV COST FOR YORK LOCATfOWS 
7 - EDIT LIST OF RESOURCES 
8 - LIST PACTS INPUT DATA BASE 
RIPS> 1 
SPECIFY F ILE  NAHE OF PACTS DATA BASE F ILE  
CURRENTLV 
fl1PS)TRAINING 
NDF TRAINING LAST URITE 88/23/78 13:193@4 it OF USABLE SPACE 
UHAT I S  URITE KEY FOR FILE TRAINING 
WZPS>8D#@a@ 
PAYLOAD CREY TRAINING SCHEDULER DATA BASE I PACTOB 
9 - TERNINATE 
1 - SPECIFY PACTS DAtA BASE FILE 
2 - EDIT L I S T  OF TAE CROUPS 
3 - EDIT DETAILED TRAINING ACTIVITY ELENENT CTAE) DAtA 
4 - EDIT TRAVEL COST AND TRAVEL TIHE DATA 
S - EDIT PAYLOAD SPECIALIST DATA 
6 - EDIT TDY COST FOR UORK LOCATIONS 
3 - EDIT L I S t  OF RESOURCES 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR EDITING A GROUP OF TaES 
LOCflTE CROSSHfiIRS ON VALUE TO BE CHANCED, ENTER CONTROL CHARACTER AND RETURN KEV (IF CPOSWQIR~O~ me tmt ursrErE TVEY nAv BE OFF SCREDI - twi TWUCIB WEELS WWOP PRESS e m  KEY) 
THE POLLOUINC CONTROL CHhRACTERS ARE VALID, OTHERS U f L L  BE IGNORED 
E - ENTER NEU VRLUE OUERSTRIKfNC OLD VALUE 
1 
- ENTER HEY v a t u €  AT B O T T O ~  OF SCREEN 
i 
11 
0 OR 6 - ORIt ALL DATA FOR THIS fTEH 
R - REDRAY ENTIRE SCREEN 
s - RETWM TO BRECEEDINC RENU . 
1,2...9 REDRAV SCREEN STARTING U I f H  INDICATED TAE 
A - ADD OR INSERT ANOTHER T6E TO THIS CROUF 
W 
QUESTION 'UHICH TAE' MILL BE ASWED AND SCREEN USLL BE I E D e t W  
cI) D a DELETE & ?RE ( QUESTION 'UHICH TAE' Y ILL  BE ASKED ) 
H - UILL  REDISPLAY THIS PAGE 
N - NEXT CROUP TO BE DISPLhYED 
QUESTION 'UHICH GROUP TO BE bISPL6YED NEXT' UILL BE MKED 
NOTE: UHEN EDITING RESOURCES, EauIPnEtit,  OR CREY~AW,  THE EWTXRE. 
STRING rrust.re EnuEwro SEPARATED BY SPC~CES 
UHEN ED1TPHC.O DATE THE RONTH, DCtY AND YEhR NUST 
BE ENTERED ( M / D P / Y Y  1 
ME6D/COPY - THIS INPUT YfLL NOT BE 1NTERPRETE:D 
flIIPS) 
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LIST OF UQWK LOCATIONS 
F#UWI?S HE MLID 
I m T  O1EV 
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Core Requirement = 33.27K 
Input Files:  Name-Directed Fi le  (NDF)  which contains mission dependent 
data and T A E  models. 
Output Files: List; Directed Fi les  ( I J D F )  which contains schedule t ime,  
resource,  and t ravel  cr?st/tirne data. 
ON/OFF f i le  contaiils (..;rcw activities. 
Al3X.'ENDIX E 
PACTS TUTORIAL DISPLA'YS 
PACTS EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Page No. Explanation 
E l  Main Menu page 
E2 Main Menu, Option 1, has been selected by the user. Myhen 
the return key is hit, the page will turn. Note: Options 4, 5, 
and 6 a r e  not available. 
E3 Name-directed, list-directed, or ON-OFF files can be created 
by the user ,  e. g. ,  PACTS-LD ie a list  directed file. 
E4(A, 13, C )  Name-directed, list-directed, or  ON-OFF files can be created 
by the user ,  e, g., PACTS-OF-1 is  an ON/OFF file. 
Main Menu, Option 2, has been selected by the user. Note: 
Options 4, 5, and 6 a re  not available. 
The FACTDB menu is available t o  the user.  Note: For  use 
of this menu, refer  to Appendlx C. PACTDB menu, Option @, 
has been selected by the user which return the user to the 
PACTS menu. 
E7 Mar,n Menu, Option 3,  has been selected by the user.  Note: 
At %!;his point options 4, 5, and 6 a r e  not available. 
E8 TEda SETUP/EDIT INPUT DATA Menu is available Lo the user. 
E9 Sotup Menu, Option 1, has been selected by the user. 
El0  A file name and case numbel* must be supplied by the user ,  
sag., PACTS-SCHED, Case 11. 
E l  1 Setup Menu, Option 2,  has btsen seldcted by the user. 
E l2  A file for reading travel/coet:: and resource data must he 
specified by the user,  e. g. , 'TRAINING. 
El3 Setup Menu, Option 3,  has be'en selected by the user,  
E l 4  The number of schedules to  run and random seed must be 
specifitsd by the user,  e. g . ,  1 1. 
E l  5 The evaluation cri teria must be specified by the user, e ,  g. ,  
1 2 3.  
~ 1 6  Setup Menu, Option 4, has been selected by the user ,  
Page Nu. 
E l7  The u s e r  may insttrt o r  delete tours  and assign starting 
and ciltlilag dates for  a tour, e. g. , DELETE t 
INS17 TI'S , and = 7/1 /78  8/1/79 
St?ttlp Menu, Option 5,  has  bccin se1ectr:d by the user .  (Not available), 
Scttlp Menu, Option 6, has been selected b y  the user .  
The user  may spcbrify that nlission data be loaded f r o m  a 
PAC'I'DB file, c .  g .  . TIlrZTNING. 
Set,up hlt~nu, Option 7, has l,h*c:n selected by the user .  
T11e uscxr must spcxc ify tht. ~ r ~ i s s i o n ,  e . g .  , SLl .  
Thc tlscsr ~ n s y  inser t ,  t l c l ~ ~ l  t b ,  or assign locations to  the 
Paylo'id Specialists,  tx. g. . INSERT PS7 ,  DELETE PS7, 
PS7 - I<OKO. 
Setup Menu, Option 8, ha:; 1)ccn szlected by the use r .  
Tht* user  may i l ~ s ~ r t  or d(~1ctc T A E  groups,  e. g . ,  
INSKlt'L' I-IS7, INSKll'L' IISt?, A F T E R  MEU,  DELE'T E HS7, 
DEI,ETE IIS8. 
Setup Menu, Option 0 ,  has 5thcn selected 11y the use r ,  
The u s r r  may inst.rt or c l t ~ l ~ ~ L e  TAE groups into the fixed 
order  schedul;i~g l is t ,  c .  g, . illsc.rL 1NS001. 
Setup bleuu, Oplion 10, has l~c~ciz sr lectcd by the user .  
Thc J'ACTDI3 filth c-o~~taiiling t 1 1 ~  'PAIT models must  bc 
specified, c .  g. , 'T'RAIN[N(i. 
Main Mcnu,  optic)^^ -1, is  now rcady and has  bec!n selected. 
Nol:c.: Options 5 ancl 6 avc  still imavailable. 
Pcge  No, Explanation 
E3 3 Main Menu, Option 5, has been selected by the user, 
Note: Options 5 and 6 a r e  ready. 
E34 PACTS prints  out the schedule summary.  
E3 5 Main Menu, Option 6 ,  has been selected by the user .  
E36 The uaer  mus t  specify the LDF and ONIBFF f i les ,  e, g., 
PACTLD and PAGTQF. 
E37 Main Menu, Option 7, has  been selected by the uaer.  The 
u s e r  has  an option t o  wri te  the f i les  and go to  the Report 
Generator by answering YES or to  go directly to  the Report 
Generator by answering NO. 
PACTRG Main Menu, Option $4, re turns  user  to  PACTS. 
Main Menu, Option 8, has been selected by the user .  
T h e  fi le for  writing the data must  be specified by the use r  
e .  g. , TRAINING, CASE 1 1, 
Main Menu, Option $4, has been selected by the u s e r  which 
puts the u s e r  back into the MIPS system. 
Standard UNIVAC 1108 Termination Procedures .  
NOTE: 1, Tutorial  Display Data in Chis Appendix i s  S L l  Mission Data. 
2.  PACTS can be  called up by standard Univac procedures a,.s 
shown on the tutorial  on Pages 37 and 37A. 




*DESTROY USERIDZPASSUORD ENTRY 
ZUNTVQG X i % @  BPEMTING SYSTEPl LEV. AL36R20HOSTICRSSlS 
O t X X t 0 0 b b X X t X t ~ X t t ~ ? p d e t f $ t $ ; $ X X t 1 : t X t X ~ 1 : * t X Z t ~ % X * % $ % Z * # X * % ~ X * X S % % % Z  
RUN NURBER $2 
LAST RUN 8TZ $7823Q 083555 
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BRVLWD CREU SCHEDULER 
O - TERRIPIBTE 
1 - GREfiTE A PERMWNT m1PS FXLE 
2 - TRMSFER TO M T R  BRSE EDITOR (PWTbB) 
3 - SEtUP/EbIT INPUT M t A  
4 - CENERRTE T R I M  SCHEDULES W D  SELECT BEST 
5 - D X W t R Y  =MARY OF BEST SCmWL? 
6 - PhBClLATf SCHEDULE AND W I T €  OUTPUT FILE 
3 - TRMSFER TO REPORT' GEMERRTOR tPACTRC) 
8 - SAVE OIITR FRON THIS CASE FOR F U W E  WE 

W 
mpd* tag2 go g u u  
a anmc~c. Bo l coo 

PhYLOID CREU TRPiIWINC SCHEDULER DATA BeSE ( PACTDB 1 
8 - TERHIHATE 
f - SPECIFY PACTS PRTG BASE FILE 
2 - EDIT LIST OF TAE GROUPS 
3 - EDIT DETRILCD TRIIP4ING ACTIVITY ELEflENT (TfiE) DATA 
4 - EDIT TRAVEL COST BNB TRhUEL TIRE DATA 
5 - EDIT BRYLOkD SPECI&LfST DATA 
6 - EDIT TDY COST FOR WORK LOCATIONS 
3 - EDIT LIST OF RESOURCES 
8 - LIST PACTS INPUT DATA BfiSE 
rC:ps>e 
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G - ftEtriM'4 90 WfH COOIVROL 
i - L W D  DATA FROIl PREVXOUS CASE 
2 - L M D  RESOURCE AND TRAVEL CQSTfTPRE DATA 
3 - EDIS CWTRBt  DATA 
4 - EDIT T O M  DEFXNITIOHS 
5 - EDIT UORK DAY BURATIOWS 
6 - EDIT HPSSIQN LIST 
? - EDIT LIST OF PAVLQ&D SPECIALISTS 
8 - EDIT LIST O F  TAE CROUPS 
9 - EDIT FIXED ORDER LIST 
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- RETURN ?9 HAIN CONTROL 
i - LOAD D N A  FRW PREUIOUS CASE 
2 - L#bD RESOURCE M D  TRAVEL COST/TtRE D A t A  
4 - EDIT COfitROL DATA 
4 - EDIT TOUR DEFINItIOf4S 
5 - EDIT UORK DfiY DURATIMS 
6 - EDIT  RISSIOW L I S T  
7 - EDlt LIST OF PAYLOAD SPECIALXSTS 
8 - EDIT LIST OF TAE CROUPS 
9 - EDIT FIXED ORDER LIST 
I@ - LOCID T M  ROQELS 
1, t - -  - -  - A,d -- did \ 

PAYLOAD SPECIALIST LBCATI OM 







0 - REIUM TO MXN CONTROL 
1 - &O&D OATA F m  PREVIOUS CASE 
2 - LOAD RESWRCE W D  TRMEL COST/TlRE BAY6 
3 - EDIT COHTROL DRTA 
4 - EDIT fWJ2 DEFINITIOMS 
5 - EDIT UORK DAY DURATfWS 
6 - EDIT MISSION LIST 
7 - EDIT LIST O F  PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS 
8 - EDIT L IST OF TAE CROWS 
9 - EDIT FIXED ORDER LIST 
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PAYLOAD CREU SCHEDULER 
0 - TERRINATE 
1 - CREATE A PERHRNENT nrps FILE 
2 - TRANSFER TO DATA BASE EDITOR CBAGTDB) 
3 - SETUP/EDIT INPUT DATR 
4 - GEHERRTE TRIRL SCHEDULES BND SELECT BEST 
5 - DISPLAY SUPIBARY O F  BEST SCHEDULE 
6 - TABULATE SCHEDULE AND WRITE OUTPUT FILE 
7 - TRANSFER 70 REPORT GENERATOR (PACTRG) 
8 - SRWE DATA FROR THIS CRSE FOR FUTURE USE 
OPTION 4 IS READY 
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to TRANSFER TO 
w - A PACTRG 
I -mm LDF FILE 
r - mm ~ W F F  FILE 

Conlputcr Configuration 
Language - FORTRAN 
Core Requirenlent - 35.471C 
Input Files: Narne Directed Fi le  (NDF) which contains mission dependent 
data and TAE Models. List  Directed File (LDF) which 
contains mission t in~c l ine  status. 
Output Files:  List  Directed Fi le  (IADF) which contains rnission timeline 
status. ON/C?FF File which contains crew activities. 
APPENDIX G 
P A C T E D  TUTORIAL DISPLAYS 
Page  No. 
G l  
6 2  
PACTED EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Explanation 
Main Menu Page 
C. 
Main Menu Pago; Clption 1, bas  been selected by the user '  
When the re turn  key is hit, the pagc, will  turn.  Note: An 
illch~al number o r  rn number will turn the page back to the 
main menu wllen the return key is  hit, 
Editing Jnstructions for PAGTED. 
Main Menu Page,  Option 2,  has  becn selected by the user .  
%rllrln the  re turn  kcy is hit, the page will turn. 
The ilser ~ r l u s t  specify n starting t ime if different from 
the onta shown o r  if l-llrre is  no starting t ime shown. When 
tht? return licy is hit, 1.11~ page will turn.  
Uptnl coniplction of printing the composite timeline, the 
t:t?rr~~inrrl will give in audible beep and the c rossha i rs  will 
appear on fhc scraen.  The use r  may make changes to  the 
pagc, call  for  thc next pagc, time point o r  crewman or  
tcrlninatc the ccliting on this page. When the re turn  key i s  
hit, tlze pagc will turn. 
Main Menu Page Oplion 3 has becn se;ectcd by the user.  
Whcn the rcttu7n key is hit, the page will turn. 
' rhc user  ~rlust: specify a starting t ime if dlffcrent f r o m  the 
cmc shown ox+ i f  I.hc:rc. is no starting t ime shown. When 
t h c x  re turn k r y  is hit, Lhr. page will 1.urn. 
'CJpon con7plct ion aE printing thc evcnt timeline, the terminal  
will g i v ~  a.n attdible heep and the crossl .~airs  will appear 
on tllc s c r ~ ~ c ~ n .  T11c usc I- may make changes to  the page, 
call  for  Ll~c nr~xt page, lime point or  crewman, or  terminate 
thc editing on this pagc. When thc return key is hit, the 
pagc will ttlrn. 
Maill Menu Pngc ,  Option 4, has been selected by the user .  
W1lcl1 tlzc return key is hit, the page will turn, 
G l l  The u s e r  must  specify tlic TAE Group to be deleted f r o m  
the timeline. When the re turn  key is  hit, the group will 
be  deleted and the page will turn. 
Main Menu Page, Option 5,  has been s e h c t e d  by the use r. 
When the re turn  key is hit, the page will turn. 
The user  must  specify the crewman (crewmen) f o r  which a 
tilneline is  to be displayed. When the re turn  key is hit, 
the page will turn.  
Tile u s e r  must  spccify a starting t ime if different f r o m  the 
one shown o r  if there  is  nu starting t ime shown. When the 
return key i s  hit, t11e pap,c8 will turn. 
'IJpon completion of the printing of the composite t imeline 
for  tile spc?cified crcwrnan, lhc terminal  will give an audible 
bec?p and thc c rossha i rs  will appear on the screen.  The 
usrr lnny rnakt. cllangcs Lo the page, call  for  the next page, 
t ime point o r  crc.wlllan, or  I.c.rminate the editing on this 
page. Whcn t11e rcsturn kcxy is hit, the page will turn. 
Main Mexlii Pagc,  Option 0 has been selected by the user .  
When the re turn  Iccy is hit ,  !.hc page will turn. 
The use r must  spccify a s1.nrt and end t ime for  deletion if 
diffcrcnt from thc t.ilrle sliown o r  if no t imes  a r e  shown. 
When the re turn  k c y  is hit ,  the termirlal will prompt the 
use r  to  specify L;he crc.wr\l,ul to be selected. The user  must  
t l ~ c n  specify the crewman Lo bc clelctcd. When the re turn  
key is hit tlic page will Lurn. 
Main hlentx Fag<., Optioi~ 7 ,  has been selected by the user .  
'iVlxcn the yeltlrn I~cxy is h i ( .  t h c  terminal  will t ransfer  t o  
I?ACTi>L3. 
Main blcntr 1'agc of PACrl'L)l'l is on I.he screen.  The use r  
may c.xcrc.isc. all opt.ions a s  describcd in Appendix C o r  
select. option @ to  ~ i~kur ix  t o Lhr. PACTED. When the re turn  
key is hit, tl1c I c !  t * ~ n i l ~ a l  wi l  re turn to PACTED. 
Main M C I ~ ~ I  Page', Option 8,  has been selected by thc use r .  
Whcn Llje retur11 ltcy is  hit., thc page will. turn. 
The use r  murt specify the file for  writing the new 
training timeline. When the return key i s  hit, the 
terminal  will prompt the user  for  a write key. If the 
proper write key is  not supplied, the files will not be 
written. When the return key is  hit, the terminal  will 
prompt the user  for an ON/OFF name. The user  must 
supply a file name. When the return lcey is  hit, the 
terminal  will prompt the user  t o  determine if more  subjects 
a r e  to be added to the file. The user  must answer yes 
or  no. When the return key is hit, the terminal  will 
prompt the u~ r for a write key for the ON/OFF file. If 
the proper write key is  not provided, the file will not be 
written. When the return key is hit, the page will turn. 
Main Menu Page, Option 9, has been selected by the user.  
When the return key is hit, the terminal will t ransfer  
to PACTRG. 
Main Menu Page of PACTRG is  on the screen. The 
user  may exercise all  options a s  described i~ Appendix I 
or  select Option @ to  return to the PACTED. When the 
return lcey is hit, the terminal will return to PACTED. 
Main Menu Page, Option (4, has been selected by the user.  
When the return lcey is hit, the terminal will return to 
the MIPS mode. 
Standard UNIVAC 1108 Termination Procedure. 
NOTE: 1. Tu,tori.al Display Data in this Appendix is SLl Mission Data. 
2 .  PACTED can be called up using standard UNIVAC 1108 and 
A4IPS procedures as  shown on tutorials on Pages 46 and 47. 
3 .  File names must be spc~cified prior  t o  editing a s  shown on 
Page 48. 




XDESTROY USERID/PASSUORD ENTRY 
tUNIUhC l i e 0  OPERATING SYSTEPl LEV. AL36R2BWOSTi~RSf)t 
t t ? t d t S X t t X X t X X * t t t t X X 1 : X X ~ X X * * * * X t X t I t O * t * * * l E ~ % % % * * * ~ * X * d ~ % % ~ * * ~ *  
RUN NUPlBER l i  
LhST RUN AT1  078280 871857 
DATE: 878280 TIRE: 883554 
PS, L 

SPECIFY CdClRE OF LIST-DIRECTED FILE FOR TIRELINE INPUT DATPI 
RIPS2PMTLD 
e - T E ~ I H ~ ~ T E  
i - DPSBLfiY USME IWORRfiTXBbQ 
2 - DfSPkBYPEDLT COWOSITE VPIlELlWe 
3 - DISPLAYf€DIT EVENT tIbS%LfE P-T-PWW:ESS TRCWEI, 
4 - DELETE GROUP FROR tIr9hLfWE 
5 - DXWLfiVPEDfT CREU PIELINE 
6 -- DELETE CREU FROH TIflELIM 
7 - TRAWSFER TO PWCB DATh BASE R0WI.E C PACTbB 1 
8 - URITE N&U tImLIE FILES 
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teme sue, tnm - 2.58 rrrn 
IS TM€ CCJFIREW PRINT FILE TO BE tRWSHZTTED3 
R f  PS>VE§ 
SELECT mu PRIRT FILE wtxmt 
1 - URITE PRlHT FILE ON PAPER 
2 - WITE PRINT FXLE OH F I C K  
I91 PS> 1 
A PRINT FILE HRS BEEN ESTABtIS#ED NARED WS180629tPSFS. 
INSERT CMRAWDS <%HSERT HELP FOR TUTORING 
RIPS>SP#' 
Hres rs ExrtrnG 
PRINT FILES UlLt BE D E L E E D  I F  NOT TRMSRXTTEDI 
IS THE CURRENT PRINT PEL€ TO BE TRAtlSRITtEb? 
BIPS>YES 




TECHmNT WQE YOU YILL GET M Y  TYPE SERVO T W T  WWPEHS TO BE 
(WPbTt(rlL€, EXZ U34, U3@, 8C. OR 8C9.. ALL MSG CWBS TWT W8U USE '7' 
EWXWEWT TYPES SHOULD BE C-D TQ UgS 8 M D E A T E L V e  
m s 6 r P  % I u  @T@EE&t%i C to 8 7 F t t d  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ H I I I ~ I ~ ~ ~ O O O I ~ O W ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ O O ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~ Y . M ~ ~ ~ H ~ ~ - - - O I - ~  
.- 
btEMfWdPk f W T I V E t  
>a?ER!l 
APPENDIX H 
P A C T R G  MODULE BLOCK DIAGRAM 
AND C O M P U T E R  CONFIGURATION 









*NOTE: TUTORlNG INFORMAYlilN MAY IBE DISPLAYED 
FROM ANY TABULATION OR PLOT 
C O W U T E R  CONFIGURATXON 
Language - FORTRAN 
Core Requirement - 31.63K 
Input Files - Name-Directed File (NDF) containing mission dependent 
data and T4E  Models. List Directed File (LDF) containing 
sched.ule time, r c  source and travel cost/ time data,. ON/ 
O F F  File contai~li~lg CI'CW activities. 




PACTRG m a y  be  accessed through the: Payload Crew Scheduler 
(Option 7 Main Menu) o r  by using standard UNIVAC 1 108 and 
MIPS procedures  a s  shown an  tutor ia ls  on pages 58 and 11. 
PACTRG Main Menu, 
Main Menu, Option 1, has been selected by the use r .  When the 
r e tu rn  key i s  hit,  the page will tu rn ,  
Usage information. 
Main Menu, Option 2, has  been selected by the use r .  When 
the r e tu rn  lcey i s  hit,  the page will turn. 
PACTRG Display Menu. 
Display Menu, Option 1, has  been selected by the use r ,  When 
the rctilrn key i s  hit,  the pagc will turn. 
Us c r  mus t  specify PACTS Name-Directed F i le  supporting 
repor t  generations,  e.  g .  , TRAINING. NOTE: Option 14 can  
a l so  be used p r io r  t o  selection of any other  options. 
IJser  must: specify PACTS List-Directed F i l e  supporting 
r epo r t  generation, e. g.  , PACTLD.  NOTE: Option 15 can b e  
used pr ior  t o  the sclt.ction of any other  option. When the 
r e tu rn  key i s  hit,  tht. page will turn. 
U s e r  mus t  inser t  star1 and end t imes  if different event f r o m  the 
ones shown 01. if Lherc: i s  none shown. Whcn the re turn  key i s  
hi t ,  the pagc? will Lurn. 
Composite schadule. Whcn the re turn  lcey is hit,  the page will 
t u rn .  
Display Menu, Option 2 ,  has  been selected by the user ,  When 
thc re turn  lcey is hit,  l h c  pagc will turn. 
Use r  mus t  inser t  s t a r t  and end t imes  if different f r o m  those 
shown o r  if  tkcre  i s  ncmc shown. Whcn the r e tu rn  key i s  hit,  
the  page will turn. 
Composite Schcdule with Cost and Duration. When the r e tu rn  




Display Menu, Option 3 ,  has been selected by the use r ,  Whcn 
the re turn  iccy is hit, llie page will turn. 
User  mus t  spccify legend for  display, e .  g . ,  PACTLD. When 
the re turn  key is  hit, Ihe pagc will turn,  
Mission to be  scheduled nlust: be  selected. When return key 
i s  hit, pagc will turn. 
User  must  provide s t a r t  t ime and delta t ime if different 
o r  if none shown, Whcnrcturn kcy i s  hTt, pa.gs-2 will turn. 
Schedule for  all T A E  Groups. When re turn  lcey is  hit ,  
pagc will tiurn. 
Ilisplay Mcnu, Optioil 3 ,  has buctn sclc?cted by tlie user.  
When return l<cy is hi 1, pagcl will turn. 
User  must specifiy mission, e .  g. , SL1. When re turn  key 
is  hit, pagc will turn. 
Schedule Stlmrnary f o  r A.I,L, TAE Groups, When return key 
is  hit, page will Lurn. 
Display Mc~lu,  Oplion 5 ,  has bc3en sclrctcd by t h e  use r. 
When the ~ ~ e t u r n  k e y  i s  hi t ,  thc. pago will t-urn. 
User  must specify It~gc~ncl, c . g . ,  PACTLII. Whenthe re turn  
lcey is  hit, thc page. will turn,  
U s e r  must. spccify slarl: Limr and dclta tirrrc: if different f r o m  
Ihosc shown 01. if nonib shown. Wl~c?n rcttrrn lcey is hit, page 
will turn.  
U s c r  nmst  spc%cify ~ ~ i i s s i o ~ z ,  e .  g. , SL1. Whcn re lura  lcey is  
hit, page will l u r i ~ .  
Scheduling Opp~>rI ,mi t i c:s f o r  a l l  Groups. When return lccy Is 
hit., page will l:nl-n, 
lIisplay M(?nu, Opl,ion (1, has  been sc:lectc-d by thc us cr .  When 




U s e r  must  epecify legend, e. g. , PACTLD. When return 
key is hit, page will turn.  
User  must  supply s t a r t  t ime and delta t ime  if different from 
those shown o r  if none shown. When re tu rn  key is  hit, page 
will turn. 
Cornposit-e C,rewrnan Unscheduled Time.  When return key i s  
hit, page will turn.  
Display Menu, Option 7 ,  has been oelected by the user .  When 
re turn  key is  hit, page will turn, 
Use r  must  supply start; and end time if: different f r o m  those 
shown o r  if none shown, When r e t u r ~  key is hit, page will 
turn,  
Unscheduled time. When return lcey i s  hit, page will turn,  
Display Menu, Option 8, has been sclected by  the use r .  When 
return key is hit, page will turn. 
Use r  must  spcciiy start: and end t imes  i f  different; f rom those 
shown o r  if none shown. When re turn  key is  hit, page will 
turn.  
Composite Travel Schcdulc. When return lcey is  hit, page will 
turn.  
Disylay Menu, Option 9, bas been selected by the use r .  When 
rc t a rn  lcey is  hit, pagc will turn. 
Use r  must  specify legcncl, e. g. , PACTLID. When return key is  
hit ,  page will lurn. 
Uses  must  specify s l a r t  t ime and delta t ime if different f rom 
thosc shown o r  if  none sl~own. Whun return lcey is  hit, page 
will turn. 
Composite Tilnclinc f o r  Locations. When re turn  lcey is  hit, 
page will l ~ ~ r n ,  
Display Megu, Option 10, has been sclected by the user .  Jarhen 




User  nus st spc.cify lcgcnd, 1. g., PACTIJB. When rcturn key 
is  hit, page will turn. 
U s c ~ r  nlust spcciiy start t ime  an3 di?lta tinlc if diffarcxzt: from 
those S~ICLWTI. IVhc11 r t~t t t rn  key is hit, pagr will tura .  
ITscr xnust: s?c\cify nlissio~s.  When roturn kcy i s  hit, page 
will tu rn .  
Conlpasii:c? llcsourcc! 'Sinlalini~. WE,, n rc turn  lccy i s  hit, page 
will tnrn. 
l>ispli\jr AlIcnu, Option 11, has bcc\n sc? lcc t~~d by the uscr .  Wfiea 
r r ~ t u r ~ l  key i s  hit, pngv will turn. 
U s ~ r  xlltlst spc*c'ify start and cncl t:izllc%s. lVhPn r c tu rn  ke:y i s  hit, 
pi c> will ~ I I  r ~ i .  
1Tsc.r nlust spvcify cbri>\\rnlnlz for disp1a.r. Wht.11 retuzn key is  
hit, page‘ will tt~t-u. 
(:rc\t~rmatl Sc.11cdult~ I'S1. \YIICI~ ri~tl1~11 kcy i 6  hit, page will 
t ~ ~ r n .  
Tlisplny fL1~br ln .  011I:iull LL, 11i1.5 I - S C I P I ~  sc\lrrt i>d by ~ I I c ?  USC\~!L 
lVl1c.11 Lhi? ~-c.tu~.u kchy i:; h i t ,  th~h pagi' will t\lr.n. 
1Tsc.r ~rltast spc.csify Irg~\lld,  :\.g., l>AC:T1,13. 'CV~LYI tht* ~ ~ ~ U T I I  
licy is  l ~ i t ,  t ' i ~ o  pajil. \\?ill t u rn .  
ITsc%r xnust: sj)(\~.if)r $ ( ; I  I'( ~ . ~ T I I C '  a ~ c l  d ~ l ( : a  ~ ~ J I I C ' .  W ~ I ~ J I  Lhc L'C~CIZ'XI 
lccy is hi l .  I.II(% pag,c\ will [urn. 
\Tsl.r l-nt~sl spi.c.ify c*rr>wl>lnnl 1.01. display. lv'bcn tht? rcturn key 
i s  hit, 191cx ~ X L ~ V  will 1.11 r11. 
l I s r > r  n -~us i  spltcify the$ i~~issiorz. l\!C'Iicii 111c rrt'usu lccy is bit, 
1 . 1 1 ~  -ail1 ( I L ~ I L .  
I,oca(:i OII T i ~ n ~ l  iuc\ 10 I -  1's a .  \\rhc\n l h i \  t*ctt:urn I<i\y is hit, tbc 
p:bg(\ will t [I rn. 
Disp lay  fidcntn, Opt:iol~ 1.3, 113s l)c*cu st?li~ctecl b y  the uscr.  When 




1 J ~ e r  ]nust  s p ~ \ c i f y  crc.wnllan f o r  display,  When thc r e tu rn  
lcey is hit., thc page will turn. 
Un,sC~lr?d\~lpd 'Sirnf.3 f o r  1'Sl. Wllcn thrl rcsturn lcey i s  bit, the 
page wi l l  turn. 
Display Menu, Option 14, has been selected by  thr  u s c r ,  
Whtin the re turn  lccy i s  hit,  t h c  pagv will turn.  
Usc r  nlust spc\cify VAC:'llS Natnr-Dircctttd Filt:. When the 
rckurn Icey is hit., thtl page* will turn.  
Display Menu, Opt ion 1 q ,  llns l,t>clz st~let-tctd by uscr .  When 
t . 1 1 ~  r c t u r r ~  lcey i s  h i t ,  the pngc will tarn. 
Uscxr nlust: spc'cify T'AC:1'2; 1,ist -1)irocte~l Fi le .  Wlzrn the 
return k e y  i s  hit ,  1.111. pafic will turn.  
13isplay M(*~ru,  C>ptiol~ 10,  has  b ~ e n  stblc\cLcd by thc u s e r ,  
Whcra. thc. rct:urll 1;cy is hit, t l ~ c  pagcb will t.urn. 
Us( \ r  11111~1 spcbrij'y I>A(:'I'S (!N/C)1~FT k'ilc. Wlxttn the r e tu rn  
Icey is h i t ,  the\ pagr will 1!1r11. 
Display Menu, Option fl. has  biicn sclccted by the uscr. When 
tht? IT k ~ l r n  Itc'y i s  hit,  t.1-1c. page. will turn.  
Maill lu1c.11~1, Oplioil 3, has  bccn sc l t~c tcd  by the? user. This  
Opt ionpr in i s  f:il(* I>ispl.ly on thu Alternntc PI-int F i le .  When 
tbc  rc.turu licy is Ilit , tl~c. page will I~ i rn .  
Print: Option RIrl\a. I1 ~ c . 1 -  n l ay  sc.lt.ct, onc at a t ime ,  as 
rz1nny of thcsc optioirs a s  dvsirccl. Whc.11 C11t: t+t*t;ur~i key is 
hit., tlxc. pngi. will  t : i ~  1-11. 
Zsrint Optic>n Mcnu, (7plion 1, l ~ s s  bc.ct1 se~lrctCcl by thc u sc r .  
W h c n  the rott1r.n 1cc.y is hit,  1.1-1c~ page will turn.  
TJsc.r ~ n n s t  specify ssta r t  ancl c\~icl  i:ill-rnsd Whc:n thc re turn 
Icc:y i s  h i t ,  thC pagv wi l l  turn. 
TJscr n ~ t ~ s t  spec-ify t11(> nli ~ s i o n .  Wl~cn  t . 1 ) ~  return kcy is hit, 
1:ho page will t u r n .  
Page No, 
17 3 
Exp lana t ion  
P r i n t  Bytion h4~;lcntl, Option @, bas bc.en st.lcctt:d by t h e  
rxsc\r. Vu'hcn tli(> rcltern 1cc.y is hil, the page\ will turn. 
PACTRG i s  ( . s i t  r . d  t l i r o t ~ g l ~  th(% P A C T R G  hllain Mcnu, 
Option (n. Wht.1~ i h ~  rctilrn Icily is h i t ,  X2AC:T1'\G wil l  
tcrrninatc and  the irrrlzixlal wilt bo rc>turncd t.0 MI13S. 
Standard IJNIVAG 1 lU8 t c.rrriinat ion proccclnres. 
NOTE: I .  ' I 'ntorial  D i sp l ay  13nLn i n  Illis appc\nclix i s  SI.,1 M i s s i o n  Data. 
2 .  PAC:'l'l?G ~ ~ 1 1 1  I)(. c.nl1c~tl u p  b v  stnnciarcl ITNIVAC* 1108 and MIPS 
p r o c c ~ c l ~ z ~ c ~ s  a s  showi~  011 tht* Ii~:.orinl d i s p l a y s  on  pages I1  and I1A 
IIOWL'VCI', 13A<:'SI?(; (' '~il ;tlsi) 11~s cn l l r t l  up by  us ing  Opt ion 7 of 
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RIPS INfTfALIZATIOW IS 9P4 PROGRESS 
OFF-LIRE RAINTENMCE: PROCESSOR LCIST RUN fit 86~'28J'P9 19tS9t43 
TOTAL SUP TIHE = .65 NXH 
SELECT NfU PRINT FILE QPTIONt 
1 - URITE PRIW? FILE OH PAPER 
2 - M I T E  PRINT F I L E  OH FICHE 
OoIPS> 1 
A PRINT FILE M S  BEEN ESTABLISHED NAMED aPSt4e22'ZtPOFI. 





t PLOTS C M  BE DISPLAYED ONLY ON TEXTRONIX 
t FILE(S1 NEEDED FOR DISPLAY ULLL BE USKED FOR IF THEY HhUE 
HOT BEEN SUPPLIED 
t AT T E  EHD OF EfiCH DISPLAY ?HE: USER SHOULD 
t EMTER C) BLANK IRCIGE TO COHTINLOE DISBLA'YS 
% ENTER 'NEXT' TO STOP THIS DISPLAY OPTIOH RND CONTIWE 
TO NEXT SELECTED OPTION 
t ENTER 'STOP' TO STOP ALL DISPLAYS AND RETURN TO 
LAST DISPLAY 
+ % ENTER ' T I E '  TO RETURN TO TIRE QUESTIQM FOR DISPLAY 
-1 
t ENTER 'CREY' TO REtUCm IIWD INPUT NEY CREU 
t ENTER 'LEGEND' TO RETURN M D  INPUT WEU LEGEND 
ttt M O T E 8  fCb( IWUT IS TRMSHfTtED W E N  tHE REtl lW KEY 
IS PRESS€@ 
t 'STOP' AND 'REtUl;bW' IS EFFECTIVE A t  M Y  TIME 
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1 
SEE@'% DfWWY QPtrQW(S) DESIRED 
e - aetmn ?o WIN BEMU 
8 E f  SLJHRARY S t 9  
% - TABULATE CORPOSITE SCHEDULE 
2 - TQBULATE CORPOSIVE SCHEDULE UXTH COST AND DURATIOH 
3 - PLOT BAR GRAPH 06 SCHEDULE FOR ALL TAE GROUPS 
4 - TABULATE SCHEDULE SURMhRY FOR ALL TRE GROUPS 
5 - PLOP BAR GRAPH OF SCHEDULING OPPORTUHIT'IES FOR ALL GROUPS 
6 - PLOT UWSCHEEULED n n E  FQR ALL CREUHEH 
7 - TABULATE UN~CHEDULED trRE FOR ALL C R E ~ I E H  
8 - TABULATE TRAVEL SCHEDULE 
9 - PLOT TIRELINE OF LQCRtfONS 
18 - PLOT RESOURCE UTPLIZRTION TlRELINE 
889 BY INDIUIDUAL CREURAN ttt 
f i  - TABUEfiTE SCHEDULE FOR A CREURAN 
12 - PLOT LOCQTIOH tINELfNE FOR 6 CREURAW 
ca 
t-L 
63 - TfiBULRTE UNSCHEDULED TIHE AND LOCATIONS FOR R CREUPlAN 
i7 ~ t t  INPUT FILE SETUP xxx 
14 - INPUT NME-DIRECTED FILE CURRENTLY TRAINING 
15 - INPUT LXST-DIRECTED FILE CURRENTLY PPICTLD 
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d c l W  - U) QQCK (3 
3 3 d * 4 1 W  P L 3 O O W W  naa ~ o t  ooa L K L W W  
w w c I % o b u Y  w w n a  ~1 ~ P J  
X X W  8-361-5 U C k w w  
O O I E Y  O C C U W I  3klL 
w m o a o k ! ~ u ~ N a e r e ~  
m w a w W x O ~ I b . ~  588 
bllw k--1OJ-lt-4 &I3 
TV) w W K 3  e - t W  LZb2baa u b r s w a u o o ~  
W6n 3 d09d89P W W W W  
O O I E J X Y Y Y  P % w a ~ k  
Wtl i  03 w n w  WD-4 P P % r a Z m a Y o r z 5 8  aau 
C30 001: w l ~ ~ t ~ n  0 0 8 m 0 ~ 5 f 4 3  *b-3 
= 5 2 \  5: UE5: W O W  E % r k t w w  c o c  r s g  
a a 3 c a I - I  ( L A 2  4 4  4 b?-* 
~ ~ + ~ c c ~ ~ c t -  a-J 333 
@O 8&89 a80 - O m  
,2sc4d2e4d c4a eP4 
~ t ~ b ~ & . t - t & &  c a . ~  u w w o  d 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1  9 i l  1 1 1 A  
d m m t m m F O R f  d N m  T W O  t 
du(4 . . d 4 d r ( C (  
r 
 am^ STAWT TIR ano END TIRE FOR tm=s 
G t T E W  'ALLJ FOR C O W L E E  MTCS 
USE RR/DD/YY PIWDDIW FORB69 
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44 
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@ - R E T W  ?O W I N  E W  
P - PRINT RLZ. V A I E S  
*st S M W V  s t 9  
a - mint COWOSIVE SCHEDULE 
3 - PRINT c m s r E  SCHEDULE UHTH COST MD D I U W A T P ~ ~  
4 - PRIW s e e m u  s w m ~ v  FOR ALL TM. GROW'S 
5 - PRIM WSCHEWLEP P I E  FOR ALL CREUREW 
6 - PRINT T R M L  SCKDLltE 
ttt BY fWDIVIWfiL C R E M  X t t  
7 - PRINT SCHEDULE em 6 m~ 
8 - PRXHf WSCMDULED TIRE CW(D LOe&TfO)(S FOR A CREYPIM 
t X t  I W ?  FILE SETUP 89s 
9 - P W T  ~ - D f R E C ~ D  FILE ClJRR€WTLV 
O @  - I W ?  LIST-DIRECTED FILE CURENTLY 





ENTER START TIHE AND END TIRE FOR TABLES 
ENTER 'ALLc FOR COtlPLETE DATh 
USE RM/DB/YY HB/DD/VV FORHAT 
CURRENTLY START = 7/1/78 END = 12/3/89 
RIPS) 

a S r  0 b 
T C K W  5 . ) )  
eat * O * d d J J  
3 W =*I--CO- 
k L J W  * O * f X Z  
m a &  w w w  
o c o  z ZOIKLL 
a a a3r~apz 
r Uk333 
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P D P  COMMANDS AND 
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(To bc ustd t c ~ ~ ~ p o r a r i l y  until nutonlatic system installed) 
Floppy Disk IJnit (TS'xckl 
Micro-procc~ssor  (Front) 
2 .  Tnitinlixc l7loppy Di s l c  X T n i  t 
Put Flopp~r IJislr 2 in1 o Slot 2 of Illii t 
CQT ism ~ ~ O H M  . nostitaxe) UP ~ost~:caxr)  u  
,nto$l 
. OnLl U S E R 1 0 0 M I I Y M ~ i  .r ' .. a. 
' .  .-. 
> ~ ~ S M C C  - 
- 
. '. 
, -- , -  
.. . 
- _  . 
, . r - 
Z f  
.. - .  
. - I' . - - .  
. .  . / , - .  :; .k .- . . 
I-  ... 
. - - . .  ' *
-. - . . 
. . .  . 
. . . . 
. v 
. - 
. . 1108 HOST 1 MIPS PACT36 
RIes INITIRL~ZATION IS IN PROGRESS 
QFF-LINE R&IHTENfiNCE PROCESSOR LAST RUN fit 88fl21/73 iir18raZ 
TOTfiL SUP PPRE e65 RIN 
SELECT NEU PRINT FILE OPTfOWt 
1 - URItE PRINT FILE ON PAPER 
2 - URI tE  PRINT FILE QN FICHE 
CI1PS)l 
fi PRfNT FILE HRS BEEN ESTABLISHED NANED RPSI21286tPSFS. 




SPECIFY FILE NQME FOR READING THE FOLLOUING 
PRCTS 24 UORD LIST-DIRECTED FILE 
fl1PS)PACTZD 
LDF PACtLD LAST URITE @8/31/79 10828251 7% O F  US6BtE SPACE 
SPECIFY ACCEPTtiNCE CONDXTIONS, ENTER HELP FOR TUTORING 
UP TO 4 LINES, USE 4 FOR CONTINUAtIOH 
CIIPS) 
SPECIFY F I L E  NtWE FOR URITING THE FOLLOUING 
36 OORD LIST-DIRECTED OUTPUT FILE 
BIPS>BACt36 
P3 
LL) M & F  a 
P f c z  3 
t F . 8  cL 
O N * .  
a @at YXI 
3 U ) m a  v fi b. ** 9. 
** O8P-  P- 
i- BCDB 8 
0 U w 0. 
W 8 8  d 
3 * . a m  rc 
0 V) 
a n -  
n. 9-I- *+ 
W O W  aL: 
a ~ a r - n  





f C 9 F  
N w m P - a m  
.4 rnb)c\)CU&cc 
J Q)wm I, 
W * . *  r( 
x m m P  m 
.-I (UBCU 
b. 0. *. a 
- Nd3C.( 3 
P- Cf 0 . . M H  
C) C 3 B 8 W C L )  
Q 8 C D @ C * ) *  
0. 
*. ., 
act3 K ln 
I - - n n + 6 W ~ -  
o n 3 = 1 3 \ c a m  
a r m a o a c c  




-I- V) 00 
CICn +4 L J  I- 
W W  C9 BI: 
E c a a  
=I n EC- 
CK I- n U) 




%DESTROY USERID/PRSSUORB ENTRV 
tUNIUAC 1 l W  OPERATING SYSTEN LEV. AL36R2BHOSTlORSI)t 
t * * * t * * % * * * * * * t * * * * * t t f * * t $ * * t ~ * * X * * * * X * * * * * ~ * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ * *  
LAST RUM A f t  878288 87t857 
DATES 878288 T I f l E t  883554 
>aClIPS, L 

;-FT-Ea--T DIRECTSOH OF FILE TRBNSFER 
3 - TERMINATE PROGRAH EXECWVXON 
? - GET RIPS F ILE  FRO8 BDP TRBE 
2 - SEND MIPS FILE TO PDP ON TGtPE 
PC1ac.2 
ENTER A 24 CHRUACTER PESCW'fPTPPP4 FOR ThPE-ShU& LfiBEL 
flEPS>SLI PACT36 
X t  O XO WBITING OH TAPE TQ BE OOUNTED tt X St 
$ X X O t O t X t X O t t X X t X t X t % X t 5 t X t t t * t t t X t t X E t  
I F  TAFE IS INPUT TAPE THE TAPE WUHBER! 
SHOULD BE CALLED INTO THE TAPE LIBRRRY 
LIBRARY PHONE 8 I S  -- 3-4479 
X 8 d S O X t t $ t t X X t t X X X t X t t : t * t X t t X X * X t t X t t E t  








EUNT DeTl DATE ' DAT3 DDUR UDUR CRUP GRP2 TCST TL06 
TLCZ LOC LBC2 CRf  CRl2 CRZ CR3 C3-4 CR4 CRS 
CS-6 CR6 CR? 67-8 CR8 CRS 9-1Q CR1e RESl R1-2 
RES2 RES3 R3-4 RES4 RESS RE-S 
ENTER THE hBOUE RNE?lQWf@S UHICH REPRESENT RtPHfil4URERXC DRTA 
SEPRRATE RNEHONICS UITH A SPACE 
RIPS)BATI  DATZ DaT3 CRUP G R P 2  T C S t  PLOC 7LC2 LOC LOC2 CR1 CR12 CRC CR3 C3-4 8 
HIPS>CR4 CRS C5-6 CR6 CR? C?-8 CR8 CR9 9-30 CRIO RESi R1-2 j 
RfPS>RESZ! RES3 83-4 RES4 RESS RE-5 
258 RECORDS YRlTTEW TO T9PEes.UPFIT STLLL ACTIVE 
580 RECORDS URPTTEN TO ThPEee.UPFPT STILL hCPIVE 
758 RECORDS URXTTEN TO tAPEee.WPFPT STILL 6CTIVE 
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RCR>Ff X PDFP 
RCR)RUN PDFPI 
ENTER FILE NAHE FROfl PEP, ENTER STOP TO TERnINRTE 
>85581.DAT 
ENTER DESIGN FILE NRnE 
,EIS,~JTEST .DGN 
ENTER-CELL LIBRARY FILE NABE 
)CI~,~~TR~INING.LIB 
DESIGN FILE IS BEING URITTEN 
SPECIFY CELL H M E  FOR BACKGROUND D870 F ~ R  THE Y E W  1978 
> 
SPECIFY CELL HFlflE FOR BACKGROUND DATA FOR THE YEAR 1979 
> 
SPECIFY CELL HlmE FOR BACKGROUND DQTI FOR THE YERR 1980 
> 198QBK 
ODESIGN FILE HAS BEEN URITTENO 
ENTER FILE HAPIE FROR PEP, ENTER STOP TO TERMINATE 
>STOP 
BDFP -- . STOP PACTS DESIGN FILE PROGRAn 
36-Word L i s t - d i r e c t e d  F i l e  Format 
A 36-word l i s t - d i r e c t e d  f i l e  h a s  been c r c a t e d ' w i t h  an  e x p i r a t i o n  d a t e  o f  t e n  y e a r s  f o r  
t h e  u s e r .  The maximum number o f  r e c o r d s  t h a t  can be w r i t t e n  on t h e  f i l e  i s  5000. I f  
t h e  u s e r  should  need a  l a r g e r  f i l e  o r  more t h a n  one f i l e ,  t h c  MIPS CF cornmanJ on t h e  
1108  o r  t h e  IN command on t h e  PDP may be used ,  and t h e  PACT36 d i c t i o n a r y  s p e c i f i e d ,  a s  
shown b e  low. 
MIPS > CF 
THE ENTRY 3P A $ SIGN WILL ABORT FILE CREATION 
WHAT I S  THE NAElE OF THE FILE TO I1E CREATED? 
UP TO 1 2  C!IARACTEKS ( A-Z 11-9, - )  
MIPS > FILE NAME 





SPECIFY TI113 MAXIMUM NlflrlJlER OF RECORDS 
MIPS > 5000 
SPECIFY A I<EAD Y C Y  IF DESIRED 
MIPS > 
SPECIFY A WKYTE K E Y  I F  DESIRED 
MIPS > 
SPECIFY NANl: Ol? PERSON IIISSPUNSlHLE FOR TiIIS FIIJE 
MIPS> DAVID SIIlI'MAN 
llOW 1,ONC I S  TIIIC F I I , E  'I'O 1)K MA1 NTAl NEI) - i)AYS? 
MIPS > 7 G50 
SI'ECIFY A 60 CIIAKACTICI{ 1)IIBCKII"l'ION 017 TI11': F11,E 
MI 1's > '3 0 \JOltl) 11)  I: VOI{ ' l ' l ~ / ' ~ N S l ~ l ~ l ~  '1'0 1'I)l' V I A (:Ob'4 ! A 1  NlC 
1)Ol:S A I)l(:'I'IONAKY C;lIIZI~I~N'I'LY 15SlS'I' F01t ' r l l lS  1:11,15? 
MIL'S YES 
SIII<C1 I:Y NAEII.  (11 ! ' l  i ,E  
MTPS > I'AC1'16 
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UNIL'AC TO P D P  FILE TRANSFER (UPFIT) MODULE 
The UNIVAC to P D P  file t ransfer  (UPFIT) rnodulc: provides general 
MIPS data file t ransfer  on tape between the UNIVAC 1100/80 and 
P D P  11/70 computers. Fi les  a r e  written using 1600 BPI  - 9 t rack 
tape drives.  TJPP'IT output tapes ~lzusk be cllecked out of the ccntral 
si te tape l ibrary by the n s s r  for t ransfer  to the PDP.  Blank tapes 
m a y  be  checked oixt of thc tape l ibrary  fo r  use by the P D P  UPFIT 
module. Tapes output by t112 P13P \JPFTT n~odu le  ~ w s t  be  logged 
into the central  r j i tc tape l ibrary  and a rcttl aumber obtained by the 
use r  p r io r  to using the TTNIVAC, UPFIT nlodule for  P D P  to UNIVAc 
transfer ,  
After entering MIX'S in tbc usual lnrsnner per form the following: 
1. Ready any fi lcs which a r c  to  be sent to the P D P  11/70, 
2, Create  o r  ready any fi les wl~icll are to rc?ceive MIPS 
data fro112 tht. PDP 11/70.  
3.  Enter thc conlx~xmds: 
RUN U P F I T  
GO 
4. Rcspond to queries f r t m  U1>FIT. The UPFLT nlenu is: 
Scl ect  directi on of file t ransfer  
0 - T e r n ~ i n n t c  IJrograrn !Zxccution 
1 - Get  R/[IIJS filc f rom P D P  Lape 
2 - Scnd h4IPS file to P D P  on tape 
5. UPFIT will provide thc  uscsr with a r e a l  nurnber for  output 
tapes. It is  ttzc uc;crfs rcsponsibil.ity to make notc of and 
rt?tain this ntunbcr for irsc when chccking thc tape ant of the 
tape l ibrary.  
11, P D P l 1 / 7 0  
Tapes n ~ u s t  be pkysically 1~1uuntc.c1 on the P D P  11/70 tape dr ive by 
thc  user .  After n tape has bncls placcd on tht: d r ive ,  se t  tbc tape 
dcnsity swi tc l~  t o  1600. 
NOTE: The tape dri/tp clc\nbity swi tc l~  -- h/TUST bc, sek t o  L6OO. 
Tllc user  can nntv rn tcr  hiIPS and: 
I .  Install anv fi lcs which will l>c needed. 
2 ,  Enter thc c u n ~ n ~ a n d s :  
R U N  TJPFIT 
GO 
3 ,  14cspond to qt:cric.s from UPFIT. The U:iirZFIT nlclltl is: 
Selcct direction of filc t ransfer  
0 - Tcrnrina.1.c Prograxn 
1 - Gct MIPS filc frosn TJNIVAG tape 
2 - Satld MIPS f i lc  to UNIVAC, on tape 
F o r  f i le  transfer to thc  IJNIVRC the tape written on the PDP 11/70 
mus t  br' logged in at central  si te,  The use r  should obtain the reel  
nunlbe .,ssignec~ by *hc> Iapc l ibrariali  fo r  use  a s  input: t a  UPFIT, 
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